The one hundred short problems in chapter 1 vary in level from simple to quite challenging, but for most, you need only very basic mathematics to solve them. There is always a simple but ingenious idea that shows you the way to the solution. If you get stuck on one, just put it aside for a while and try again.
In chapter 2 you will find a large variety of articles on the most challenging puzzles and games. In many of them finding the best strategy of a game is the hardest part. In any case, it is a good idea to actually play a game before trying to analyze it mathematically.
Chapter 3, on the connection between mathematics and art, of course includes the work of the world famous Dutch graphic artist Maurits Escher. In fact, Escher and Pythagoras's long time editor-in-chief, Bruno Ernst, were close friends and the latter published Escher's wonderful art, based on mathematical principles, in the magazine. Other topics in this chapter cover art from Moorish palaces, St. Peter's Square in Rome, and a modern Tower of Babel made from hundreds of wooden pallets.
Chapter 4 is the paradise for lovers of geometry. Among the large number of topics, it features a problem of Paul Erdős, an elegant method for measuring the radius of the earth, and a way to construct dozens of platonic-like solids.
Chapter 5 is about numbers. Integers and fractions can even take the amateur who has no prior training into "deep" mathematical questions, like the new holy grail of number theory, the abc conjecture. Other number problems in this chapter are recreational, like the Coster numbers, invented by Pythagoras editor Matthijs Coster for the annual prize contest. Find out why we should not have invited our contestants to print out Coster numbers! The last chapter is called "Dionigmas". For years, Pythagoras editor Dion Gijswijt created original puzzles for the problem section of the magazine. Because of their elegance and distinct style, we dedicated an entire chapter to these "Dionigmas", linking Dion's name to his enigmatic riddles. At first sight, many of them might look impossible to solve because there is not enough information. Then you take a second look and start to see what is really there: a riddle that requires a touch of genius to solve.
